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Stack Settings 
These should be straight forward. Options for setting up the Media2 Stack:




Overall Player Settings 
 
When clicking on the player Stack these 
options are presented. 

- Theme - choose from 6 colour themes 
(including Dark theme!)


- Autoplay - this applies to music - videos 
don't by the nature of the browser 


- Video Ratio - 16:9 for most (newer) videos

- Hide controls - hide the hover controls after a 

few seconds

- Invert time - the countdown of the track can 

be count up or count down

- Box shadow and Border radius - this adds 

some styling and padding to the player (so 
the styles can be seen). You can adjust more 
in your Stack margin/padding settings


- Playlist - hide or show the playlist so just a 
player 


- Control tooltips - hide or show the tooltip hints on the player options. Note that you might want to 
add some padding to the Stack to see the tooltips are not squashed in.


- Sheet URL - add the Sheet sharing URL here. Get Public Shareable Link from Google Sheets 
(without '/edit?usp=sha 
More on this below. 

- Small Table option to make the data height narrower

- Dark Table adds a dark style




Individual Track Settings 
 
When clicking on the individual Track these 
options are presented for each individual track: 

- Media Type - Audio / Video / YouTube,Vimeo

- Title - title of track 

- Description - description of track 

- Downloadable? Allow the track to be 

downloaded / linked to. For hosted tracks 
like YouTube this will be a link to the site. 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For YouTube/Vimeo only: 
- Provider - YouTube or Vimeo

- URL or ID - add the ID or URL - so for example could be AfIgzMT81w0 or https://

www.youtube.com/watch?v=AfIgzMT81w0 (with the watch?) part of the URL of the video


For Audio only: 
- Audio Type - select MP3, acc, ogg, wav

- Track - link to the track online somewhere (warehouse method - including any Shoutcast, online 

radio Stream or other) or link to a file in your RapidWeaver resources


For Video only: 
- Link to video in RapidWeaver resources or on your server (warehouse method)

- Poster art - link to an image to display before the video starts

- Video type - select mp4, webm, ogg


Adding / Deleting / Ordering tracks 
- Press the "+" button to add more tracks

- Select the track and "x" will delete it

- Select the track and drag and drop the order for how they appear in the player
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That’s all folks! 
Hope you like it and happy weaving!
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